
WE ARE HERE 
TO SUPPORT OUR HEROES

OUR MISSION:

We can never thank them enough.

“We are an education, safe 
resource, and family support 
group for Veterans who use 

medical cannabis.”

YOU HAVE SERVED US.

IT IS OUR HONOR TO SERVE YOU.

The use of medical marijuana is 
known to address profound

symptoms that are difficult to treat 
otherwise. There is currently an 
epidemic of veteran suicide in 

America that we hope to prevent  
by easing pain and anguish

with cannabis use.
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GOALS OF THE VETERANS’
CANNABIS GROUP

MEDICAL CANNABIS

SUPPORT GROUP
Talk about combat related PTSD 
How cannabis helps with PTSD
Open discussion for any cannabis medical applications

RESOURCE CENTER
Get physician's recommendations for veterans
Affordable Access
Bridge other services from the VA 

EDUCATION CENTER
Cannabis use and applications
Veterans helping veterans
Matching specific strains with medical conditions

NETWORKING
Create solid veterans base 
Veterans networking with veterans in the industry

Aaron Augustis
(415) 225-0655

aaronaugustis@veteranscannabisgroup.com
doublea12b@yahoo.com

Lynnette Shaw
(415)-419-9394

lynnetteshaw@veteranscannabisgroup.com
cbcmarinalliance@gmail.com

www.veteranscannabisgroup.com
Like us on Facebook “Veterans Cannabis Group”

EDUCATION safe resource support group

VETERANS’ CANNABIS GROUP 
CO-FOUNDERS

 

Medical Cannabis, also known as medical marijuana, 
has been used for thousands of years for medical 

purposes. It has been proven to be useful to alleviate 
the symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder 
(PTSD), chronic pain, anxiety, seizures, cancer, 

arthritis, migraines, eye pressure and glaucoma, 
phantom limb syndrome, restless leg syndrome and 

a host of other ailments.

Aaron Augustis served in the US Army and was part of 
Operation Iraqi Freedom in 2003. He can attest to the 

medicinal effects of cannabis when dealing with a 
traumatic life event such as the war in Iraq.

Lynnette Shaw is a world renowned  medical marijuana 
expert. She invented the  first licensed medical marijuana 

dispensary in Fairfax, CA in 1997. Lynnette will be 
available to educate and assist the members of the 
group as part of her life long work aiding veterans.
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